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Reception Stay and Learn 
Both Reception classes held their Stay and Learn sessions  the week beginning the 

19th March. We are reading Naughty Bus and the children enjoyed sharing the 

story with their families before starting challenges which included making bus toast 

and drawing passengers to add onto their buses. All families had a fabulous time 

and even solved a problem using our Learning High Five! Mrs Catchpole’s display 

string fell down and Liara’s Grandad and Leon’s Dad explained that “they 

collaborated and persevered to put the string back up and we said yes and did our 

best!”  [pictured, Anay with his mum.]                                     Mrs. Arnold reporting 

Mrs. Blackwell, Chair of Governors. “I was able to visit 

most of the classes.  It was lovely to see children  so engaged 

in their learning.  And the parents were really getting 

involved too. I couldn’t believe how advanced the Year 1 

programming work was in the IT suite. The displays, as 

always, are  excellent. It was amazing how calm and quiet 

the school is even though there were so many extra people in 

the classrooms.” 

Open Afternoon 

27th March 

Steve and Claire Pears, parents of Mia 

and Zara. Claire: “I think they are very 

informative and help me to have a 

meaningful conversation about school 

work with my daughters.” Steve: “I like  

to see the progression they have made 

from September.” 

Parent from Y3: 

“Thank you for the 

opportunity. 

We enjoyed it and it 

was very well 

organised.” 

Year 4 and 6 parent: 

“Having children in two 

classes it was enough time to 

visit both classes. Thank 

you.” 

Year 6 parent:  

“I enjoyed learning 

with the children and 

watching the teaching 

process.” 

Year 4 parent: “ I enjoyed being 

in the classroom – experiencing 

how lessons are taught and how 

the classroom works. 



         

Essex University’s Ivor Crewe Lecture Theatre was a fitting venue for the young people of Colchester to receive their 

awards for their out of school learning. North were very well represented and the children looked magnificent in their 

gowns and mortar boards. It was a very special  occasion for the children and their families. The graduation ceremony 

took place in the afternoon and children received a range of awards in recognition of how many hours of out of school 

learning they had attended. Children new to the scheme were 

presented with the first award for 30 hours. Final graduates had 

accumulated an amazing 1000 

hours. The organisers really 

made the day special for the 

children. In the morning they 

attended kite making and origami 

workshops. A big “thank you” to 

a very proud Mrs. Eves who 

manages this scheme for the 

children of North. The picture on 

the right shows the children 

taking part in the tradition of 

throwing their mortar boards in 

the air at the end of the 

ceremony. Wonderful! 

Thursday 29th March Easter Parade and last day of term 

Tuesday  17th April First day of Summer Term 

Friday 11th May  NSA Bingo Night 

Friday 25th May  Penny Race and last day of Half Term 

Tuesday 5th June Return to school 

Friday 29th June NSA Summer Fete 

Friday 20th July End of Term 

Science Fiction Workshop 
On Thursday 22nd March a group of six Year 4 

students attended an Able Writers Workshop with 

author Colin R Parsons at St John’s Green Primary 

School. The children enjoyed learning about 

writing a fantasy story called DISC. 

The children could choose where their story was set 

from a choice of three locations; Dinosaur World, 

Future World or an abandoned theme park. 

The children all worked together to decide the 

names of the main characters but were able to 

choose who their characters were.  

The children all wrote amazing stories and Dylan 

was chosen to read his out. Well done Selvina, 

Dylan, Ellie, Max, Jessica and Taylor. 

The Astronomy Road Show 

On Thursday 22nd March, The Key Stage 1 children 

arrived at school to find an enormous inflatable 

dome in their hall. Some thought it was a bouncy 

castle – in fact it was even better. After a brief 

lesson on planets and stars, a zip on the dome was 

undone and the children stepped into a different 

world. “There were so many lights it looked like a 

disco” said Logan. The children were then treated 

to a trip into space, using lights and images that are 

projected onto the walls and ceiling of the dome. 

“We saw aliens and shooting stars. We pretended 

that we were in space” said Marco.  

The children were amazed when they travelled 

though space to see each of the planets close-up. “I 

liked it when it felt like we were moving around.” 

said Luca. We saw planets on a big screen. There 

was even Pluto and we learned about the planets 

and lots of other things” said Charlie.  

After the hard work all the children have put into 

their topic about space this was a fantastic way to 

end the topic. Thank you to Miss Bilton for 

booking the show for us all to enjoy.                                                                

Children’s University Graduation Ceremony  


